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Art of the Pacific Islands CD
A Technical review by Katherine Burton Jones

In the worlds of Information Technology and Education much has happened since 1995. Technologies such as digital imaging, electronic mail, and digital video production that were emerging in the mid to late 1990s have matured and are becoming part of everyday life. The World Wide Web has radically changed our access to information and the audiences of content providers (corporations, educators, museums, etc.) have expanded. We have seen early generations of CD developers whose production costs were astronomical go out of business because there were no viable means of distribution. Now production costs are down and the technologies are widely available.

Educators are using these technologies to place content in the hands of teachers and the general public. The web has some advantages over CD and DVD in terms of the creation of dynamic information sites. CD ROM and DVD, while static, allow the users to “take the information home”. Each of these may contain more content than the average web site.

As someone who has been both a content provider and a content developer, I had certain expectations of the technical components of Art of the Pacific Islands. Some of these were met but many were not. The section following provides comments on these components.

We viewed this with Windows 95 using a Pentium III computer and due to memory requirements were not able to view some of the video (specifically the Looking at Art, Dr Lori Phillips intro movie). The minimum requirements listed for this CD are: “PCs require Windows 95 and 486 processor (or higher) for optimum performance”.

All menu screens provide clear options for navigating the CD except a back button is missing on many screens. The search feature is flawed in that if your search finds no records, there is no BACK or other mechanism button to take you to a new search. When an object has several images, the images are not synchronized to the scrolling text. The designers could have used audio as background for educational text especially when showing objects related to ceremonies. Audio is used as a general background medium in other cases. Photo credits and the terms in the glossary could have been done using a hyperlink to the full text or to roll over to show the credit or definition. As they are, it is difficult to navigate from the section you may be viewing to the section with the credits. Rollovers could have been used effectively throughout the CD but were not.

Given the capabilities of the web now, searching, navigating as well as presenting video, audio, and images have surpassed the capabilities used on this CD. These technologies were available at the time the CD was produced. Their incorporation would have made this presentation of material more effective and the use of the CD easier.

Katherine Burton Jones is the Director of Information Technology and Media Services at the Harvard Divinity School. Ms. Jones was formerly an Assistant Director of the Harvard Peabody Museum and was Program Director of the Museum's Computer Network.

Michiganites Take Note: The Halsted Gallery, 560 N. Old Woodward Avenue, Birmingham, Michigan, is hosting an exhibit of the most recent Easter Island photographs by Michael Kenna. Along with the gallery opening, there will also be a book signing event for Kenna’s new black/white photo book titled Easter Island (Nazraeli Press, Portland, Oregon, 2001). The book, cloth bound with tipped-in plate on cover and in a cloth slipcase has an introduction by Bill Jay. The book has 72 pages, with 40 duotone plates printed on matt art paper; size 12 x 12 inches. This first edition is limited to 1000 numbered copies. Michael Kenna has photographed Easter Island over a period of two years, creating a powerful new body of work which pays homage to the beauty of the island and the continuing mystery of its past. The phone number for the Halsted Gallery is 248-644-8284.

Publications


Eckert, Fred J. The Mysterious Moai. 2001. The World & I, Vol. 16 (3): 186-193. A Publication of the Washington Times Corporation. This short photo-essay has some interesting color photographs, including one that has been worked over with a computer so that Moai Vai Ure appears to be sitting in Hangaroa village. Asking such in-depth questions as “Who built the moai?”, this article is clearly aimed for those still wishing to believe in extra-terrestrials. And of all the lovely females on Easter Island, the author chose to include a photograph of a Chilean policewoman.


